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CARES, HEROES and HEALS…

As to Puerto Rico,
overall, the reduced
funding in HEALS
would obviously not
be favorable, as it
translates into less
funding, not only for
local government but
also for individuals.

Congress is currently - August 4, 2020 - in a deadlock concerning whether it will approve a
Bill with the title HEALS or one with the Title HEROES to follow CARES. Aside from highlighting
the creativity of those charged with naming Laws (remember PROMESA, the Puerto Rico
Oversight, Management and Economic Stability Act), it is useful to provide readers with a
summary of what each of the two Bills being considered entails.
On May 15, the House of Representatives passed the Health and Economic Recovery
Omnibus Emergency Solutions Act (HEROES Act – H.R. 6800). It would provide an additional
$3 trillion to the $2.2 trillion CARES Act of March. It was rejected in the Senate. Instead, on
July 27th Senate Republican majority released its proposal for the next relief package, the
Health, Economic, Assistance, Liability Protection and School (HEALS Act. – S.1624). Both
bills are the basis for the current negotiations between both parties.
The key point separating Democrats and Republicans continues to be the federal
increment to unemployment assistance (PUA), which was set at $600 per week in March
and ended on July 31st. Democrats rejected the possibility of adopting a short-term
extension while the sides negotiate a broader deal. They want to maintain the $600 per
week jobless benefit, on top of what recipients get from state unemployment insurance,
into next year. Republicans, on the other hand, want to reduce it to $200 per week through
September, then set it at 70% of lost wage. Republicans argue that the $600 hurts the
overall job market, but the evidence points otherwise, according to recent research.
Table 1 (page 2) presents a summary of some of the key issues that separate the parties
as of today. The information presented in this ETI Trends is derived from various sources
identified below. Another particularly useful source can be found at https://www.cnet.com/
personal-finance/heals-vs-cares-vs-heroes-stimulus-packages-key-differences-between-the-proposed-acts/.

The sides still have to reconcile big differences on a range of issues. As to Puerto Rico,
overall, the reduced funding in HEALS would obviously not be favorable, as it translates into
less funding, not only for local government but also for individuals. Some of the proposals in
HEALS are favorable, however. Although predicting what will be the final Law is extremely
difficult, particularly after President Trump indicated he would intervene, the likely result will
be a combination of HEALS and HEROES. The creative fellows in Congress will then have to
come up with a new name.

Notes:
1.

At: https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6800/text

2.

At: https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1624/all-info

3.

Catherine Clifford (2020). $600 unemployment booster isn’t primary reason people do or do not work: Yale
economists, CNBC (July 31st, 2020). At: https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/31/unemployment-boost-not-topreason-people-do-or-do-not-work-yale-study.html

4.

At: https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/7007863-Restoring-Critical-Supply-Chains-and.html
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Table 1: Democrats vs. Republicans: Key Issues
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